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Laboratory diffraction contrast tomography (LabDCT) is a novel technique for

non-destructive imaging of the grain structure within polycrystalline samples. To

further broaden the use of this technique to a wider range of materials, both the

spatial resolution and detection limit achieved in the commonly used Laue

focusing geometry have to be improved. In this work, the possibility of

improving both grain indexing and shape reconstruction was investigated by

increasing the sample-to-detector distance to facilitate geometrical magnifica-

tion of diffraction spots in the LabDCT projections. LabDCT grain reconstruc-

tions of a fully recrystallized iron sample, obtained in the conventional Laue

focusing geometry and in a magnified geometry, are compared to one

characterized by synchrotron X-ray diffraction contrast tomography, with the

latter serving as the ground truth. It is shown that grain indexing can be

significantly improved in the magnified geometry. It is also found that the

magnified geometry improves the spatial resolution and the accuracy of the

reconstructed grain shapes. The improvement is shown to be more evident for

grains smaller than 40 mm than for larger grains. The underlying reasons are

clarified by comparing spot features for different LabDCT datasets using a

forward simulation tool.

1. Introduction

In the last two decades non-destructive 3D characterization of

grain sizes, shapes and orientations within the bulk of crys-

talline materials has come into focus (for an overview see e.g.

Juul Jensen & Zhang, 2020). Several techniques have been

developed at third-generation synchrotron X-ray facilities for

such characterization. These include differential aperture

X-ray microscopy (Larson et al., 2002), 3D X-ray diffraction

microscopy (Poulsen et al., 2001; Poulsen, 2004, 2012) and its

variants like high-energy X-ray diffraction microscopy (Suter

et al., 2006), scanning 3D X-ray diffraction microscopy

(Hayashi et al., 2015; Henningsson et al., 2020) and diffraction

contrast tomography (DCT) (Ludwig et al., 2008; Reischig et

al., 2013; Reischig & Ludwig, 2020), as well as dark-field X-ray

microscopy (Simons et al., 2015; Jakobsen et al., 2019; Poulsen,

2020). These methods allow grain mapping at different length

scales.

To broaden the use of non-destructive grain mapping by

offering such possibilities at home laboratories, laboratory

X-ray diffraction contrast tomography (LabDCT) has been

developed based on inspirations from synchrotron radiation

X-ray diffraction contrast tomography (SR-DCT) (King et al.,

2013, 2014; McDonald et al., 2015). Thereby, daily access is

assured as opposed to similar measurement at synchrotron

sources where only a few experiments can be carried out per

year, in the best case. LabDCT has already become a very

useful tool to study grain structures in 3D as well as structural
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evolutions in 4D (space and time) (McDonald et al., 2017;

Pankhurst et al., 2019; Sun et al., 2019, 2020; Lei et al., 2021).

LabDCT adopts a cone-shaped polychromatic X-ray beam

generated from a conventional X-ray tube to illuminate a

sample with a typical size of hundreds of micrometres to

millimetres. An aperture is normally placed close to the source

to confine the direct X-ray beam. X-rays diffracted from the

sample in transmission geometry are recorded by a 2D

detector, while the direct transmitted beam is shielded by a

beamstop to enhance the diffraction signal. A complete

dataset for grain reconstruction is acquired by recording

diffraction patterns at preset intervals of a 360� sample rota-

tion around a vertical axis. This laboratory-based grain-

mapping technique has been commercialized by adding the

LabDCT module (with an aperture close to the source and a

beamstop in front of the detector) onto a conventional

tomography system, e.g. Zeiss Xradia 520 Versa. The Laue

focusing geometry, where the sample-to-detector distance

(Lsd) equals the sample-to-source distance (Lss), is applied in

the current use of the commercial LabDCT. Thereby, the

diffraction spots become focused into line features. It is

generally assumed that this focusing results in less spot

overlap and an increase in signal-to-noise ratio (SNR)

(Bachmann et al., 2019). However, this assumption has not

been validated. Additionally, the Laue focusing geometry

allows no geometrical magnification of diffraction spots, which

may be expected to provide more information on the grain

shapes (GSs) and thus a possibility to improve the spatial

resolution, particularly for small grains. The large potentials

gained by geometrical magnification of diffraction spots that

can be easily realized by increasing the ratio of Lsd/Lss seem to

be evident (King et al., 2013). As reported by King et al.

(2013), the earlier work on LabDCT (before its commercia-

lization) was implemented in a large magnified geometry with

Lsd/Lss’ 24 using a relatively low-resolution detector (1920 �

1536 pixels with a pixel size of 0.127 mm), resulting in a

maximum accessible scattering angle of �15.7�. However,

such a detector system is not suitable for Laue focusing

geometries and thus no comparison has been made between

results obtained with the magnified geometry and the Laue

focusing geometry. It is also yet to be studied how geometrical

magnification affects the grain indexing and shape recon-

struction. This is particularly interesting as on the one hand

the spots are magnified but on the other hand their sharpness

is expected to deteriorate.

The aim of the present work is to quantify the effects of

increasing Lsd/Lss on grain mapping using a commercial

LabDCT setup (with a fixed source, a fixed detector system

and geometrical constraints in the choice of source-to-detector

distances). This is carried out by comparing two grain struc-

tures reconstructed from LabDCT diffraction projections: one

measured in the Laue focusing geometry (Lsd = Lss) and the

other in a magnified geometry (Lsd/Lss = 1.64). A suitable

ground-truth grain structure, which can be used as a reference,

is needed to validate the results. Here, we use the grain

structure obtained by SR-DCT because it has a better spatial

resolution and detection limit than the current LabDCT. As

validated by other techniques including phase-contrast

tomography (Reischig et al., 2013), high-energy X-ray micro-

scopy (Renversade et al., 2016) and electron-backscatter-

diffraction mapping (Johnson et al., 2008; Syha et al., 2013),

SR-DCT has an orientation resolution of <0.1�, a detection

limit of �5 mm (smallest detectable grain in terms of equiva-

lent spherical diameter) and a spatial resolution [accuracy of

grain boundary (GB) position] of �1.5 mm for fully recrys-

tallized samples. It was also found that SR-DCT was able to

characterize grains of >10 mm in a partially recrystallized Al

sample (Sun et al., 2018). Compared with SR-DCT, LabDCT

performs less well, except for a similar orientation resolution

(�0.1�). In LabDCT for fully recrystallized samples, the

minimum detectable grain size is of the order of >20–40 mm

(Bachmann et al., 2019). The spatial resolution for grains

larger than 40 mm is shown to be �7 mm (McDonald et al.,

2015), while the most recent work reported a value of 4.4 mm

(McDonald et al., 2021). The spatial resolution is however

unknown for grains of <40 mm. Although small-grain indexing

might not be fully correct even with SR-DCT, the spatial

resolution is much better than LabDCT. Therefore, the grain

reconstruction from SR-DCT is considered to be the best

possible ground truth to evaluate LabDCT reconstructions. To

our knowledge, this is the first attempt to directly compare

grain structures reconstructed by LabDCT with those

obtained by SR-DCT. For a microstructure containing deco-

rated GBs, Lab-DCT results have previously been compared

with that obtained by phase-contrast tomography (King et al.,

2013). This method however only works for certain alloy

systems, so here we have chosen to use the SR-DCT results as

the ground truth.

We first show results for both the Laue focusing geometry

and the magnified geometry, and we quantify differences in

grain indexing and GSs with respect to the ground truth. Then,

we unravel the causes of the differences by analyzing features

of diffraction spots and comparing spots from experiments

and forward simulations. Finally, we show how the number of

theoretically expected and experimentally observed spots

change in the magnified geometry compared with the Laue

focusing geometry, and discuss parameters affecting the

optimal setup for magnified geometries. All together the

results are essential for advancing 3D characterization in

home laboratories.

2. Experiments and data analysis

2.1. Material and methods

A fully recrystallized pure iron (99.99 wt% Fe) sample was

chosen for the present investigation. A 50% cold-rolled pure

iron plate was first annealed at 700�C for 30 min. Then, a

cylindrical sample was cut with the axis along the rolling

direction and electro-polished to a diameter of �500 mm. This

sample was repeatedly characterized by SR-DCT (at room

temperature) after additional annealing at 800�C for either�5

or 10 min. After 14 annealing steps and 15 SR-DCT

measurements, the sample reached a state with many rela-
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tively large grains suitable for the present work. More details

about the sample preparation and the SR-DCT measurements

can be found in the work of Zhang et al. (2018).

LabDCT measurements were performed using a Zeiss

Xradia 520 Versa X-ray microscope. A detector (2032 � 2032

pixels) with an effective pixel size of 3.36 mm was used. The

scans were performed in a Laue focusing geometry, i.e. Lss =

Lsd = 13.0 mm, and a geometrically magnified condition with

Lss = 11.0 mm and Lsd = 18.0 mm, i.e. Lsd/Lss = 1.64. An

exposure time of 500 s for each projection was adopted. A

beamstop with an area of 2.5 � 2.5 mm was placed between

the sample and the detector. A total of 181 diffraction

projections were acquired during a full sample rotation of

360�. Both scans were comprised of recording diffraction

projections followed by recording absorption tomographic

projections, which were used for reconstructing the sample

volume. An accelerating voltage of 160 kV and a power of

10 W were used for all scans. A total number of 1601

absorption tomographic projections were collected with an

exposure time of 1.5 s per projection.

The grain reconstruction was performed with the commer-

cial software GrainMapper3D version 2.2 developed by Xnovo

Technology ApS (https://xnovotech.com/grainmapper3d-

version-2-2/). The LabDCT projections were first processed by

a rolling median correction through the image stack to remove

most of the background noise, with the beamstop area

excluded for further analysis. The diffraction spots were then

segmented using a Laplacian of Gaussian based approach to

create binary images, which subsequently were used for the

grain reconstruction.

Spot segmentation is a crucial step for the quality of the

grain reconstruction. In the present work, the segmentation

parameters were optimized to render the best shape profile of

the spots, based on visual inspection. More details about the

spot segmentation are presented in Section S1 of the

supporting information.

A fast geometric indexing algorithm (Bachmann et al., 2019)

was applied to index the orientation of each voxel within the

gauge volume by performing forward simulations. Recon-

struction parameters were kept the same for all the recon-

structions. Completeness, defined as the fraction of observed

and forward simulated signals expected in the binary images, is

used to quantify the indexing confidence for each voxel. For

both reconstructions, a minimum completeness was set at

45%, below which the indexing is rejected, and a maximum

completeness was set at 85%, above which the indexing is

taken for granted without any attempt for further improve-

ment. Other reconstruction parameters, such as number of

{hkl} families for indexing, finest degree of volume subdivision

(termed maximum level in GrainMapper3D) and minimum

misorientation (0.5� in this work) for merging voxels into the

same grain, were kept the same for both reconstructions.

Fitting of the detector position and tilt was employed to

optimize the final reconstructed structures (Niverty et al.,

2019). The obtained grain structures were reconstructed with a

voxel size of 2.5 mm. Notably, these reconstruction parameters

are standard settings and do not necessarily yield the optimal

reconstruction results for the magnified geometry. In spite of

this, the parameters were kept constant, thereby avoiding

effects of different reconstruction parameters on the grain-

mapping results. The volumetric datasets are named as Lab-

13-13 for the Laue focusing geometry and Lab-11-18 for the

magnified geometry. More details about GrainMapper3D and

its implementation for grain reconstruction can be found in

the works of Bachmann et al. (2019) and Oddershede et al.

(2019).

SR-DCT was performed on beamline ID11 at the European

Synchrotron Radiation Facility, France, focusing on approxi-

mately the same gauge volume of the sample as carried out in

the LabDCT scans. Details of the SR-DCT experiment were

reported by Zhang et al. (2018). The grain structure was

reconstructed with a voxel size of 1.5 mm. This dataset is

named as SR-1.5.

To enable a direct comparison of the reconstructed grain

structures between the SR-DCT and LabDCT datasets, the

SR-1.5 dataset was rescaled to a voxel size of 2.5 mm and

registered according to the LabDCT datasets. The details of

the volume registration are given in Section S2. The resulting

transformed dataset is named as SR-2.5, which is regarded as

the ground truth in the following analysis.

2.2. Basis for grain comparison between the datasets

First, the properties of all individual grains, including center

of mass (COM), surface area, volume, size (taken as spherical

equivalent diameter, D) and number of faces (taken as

number of neighboring grains), were calculated. Second, the

grains in the SR-2.5 dataset were paired to those in the two

LabDCT datasets based on the grain orientation and position

(see Section S2 for details of the pairing criteria). According to

the pairing results, the grains are classified into four groups.

The grains with a one-to-one match are referred to as ‘one-to-

one indexed’. The grains in the SR-2.5 dataset where more

than one match can be found in the LabDCT datasets are

referred to as ‘one-to-multi indexed’. Grains found in the SR-

2.5 dataset but not in the LabDCT datasets are referred to as

‘false-negatively indexed’, i.e. LabDCT fails to index those

existing grains. Conversely, grains found in the LabDCT

datasets but not in the SR-2.5 dataset are referred to as ‘false-

positively indexed’, i.e. LabDCT wrongly indexes grains that

actually do not exist.

For all good grain pairs (i.e. the one-to-one indexed grains),

the GSs and GB deviations were quantified. The GS deviation

of each voxel, "GS, in each grain was calculated as the Eucli-

dean distance between this voxel and the nearest voxel in the

paired grain in the SR-2.5 dataset. "GS = 0 corresponds to a

complete match, while "GS < 0 and "GS > 0 mean the voxel

position in LabDCT is inside and outside a grain characterized

by SR-DCT, respectively. A GS deviation map can thus be

generated, visualizing shape differences. The average GS

deviation, �GS, for each grain in the LabDCT datasets was

calculated by averaging the summation of absolute deviation

values over all the non-zero voxels, Nvoxel("GS 6¼ 0),
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�GS ¼
1

Nvoxel "GS 6¼ 0
� �

X
"GS

�� ��: ð1Þ

We also calculated the GB deviation, "GB, for each voxel on

the GBs. "GB was calculated as the Euclidean distance

between a GB voxel in the SR-2.5 dataset and the nearest

voxel in the paired grain in the LabDCT datasets. No sign was

generated for "GB. The average GB deviation, �GB, for each

grain in the LabDCT datasets was calculated by dividing the

summation of "GB values by the total number of GB voxels in

SR-2.5, Nvoxel, GB,

�GB ¼
1

Nvoxel;GB

X
"GB: ð2Þ

Fig. S3 of the supporting information illustrates a 2D scenario

for computing maps of "GS and "GB.

2.3. Analysis of diffraction spots

With the reconstructed grains as input, we quantified spot

features using a forward simulation model (Fang et al., 2019,

2020), namely sizes, intensities and local background inten-

sities around the spots (regions which are 20–30 pixels larger

than the spot-bounding boxes excluding any other spots). For

the four different groups of indexed grains, we performed

further analysis on the comparison between the simulated and

experimental spots.

3. Results

3.1. Overall comparison

3.1.1. Reconstructed grain structures. Fig. 1 shows the

reconstructed 3D grain structures and 2D slices from the same

position for the three datasets. The grains are colored

throughout the article according to the inverse pole figure map

along the Z direction shown in Fig. 1.

The volumetric views in Fig. 1 show that both LabDCT

results are qualitatively consistent with SR-2.5. The orienta-

tions and the approximate positions of most grains in both

Lab-13-13 and Lab-11-18 agree with those in SR-2.5. As seen

in Table 1, both Lab-13-13 and Lab-11-18 have fewer recon-

structed grains than SR-2.5, leading to a slight overestimation

of the average grain size. The differences are apparently more

pronounced for Lab-13-13. Plots of grain size distributions for

SR-2.5, Lab-13-13 and Lab-11-18 in Fig. 2 show that the

cumulative densities of both Lab-13-13 and Lab-11-18 are

largely consistent with that of SR-2.5, whilst main differences

are seen for positions and values of local peaks in the prob-

ability density curves for the grain size distributions, especially

for grains of <50 mm.

The differences in the number of reconstructed grains and

the grain size distribution curves are related to differences in

grain position, shape reconstruction and indexing. This can be

observed by a careful look at the slices presented in Fig. 1.

Some grains can be seen in the slice of SR-2.5, but not in the

same slice of Lab-13-13 and/or Lab-11-18. For example, grain

#61 can be seen both in the slices of SR-2.5 and Lab-13-13 but
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Figure 1
Grain structure datasets visualized in 3D in the top row and slices normal to the Z axis (sampled at a distance of 115 mm from the top surface) in the
bottom row. (a) SR-2.5, (b) Lab-13-13 and (c) Lab-11-18 datasets. Some grains of interests are marked by numbers in the slices.

Table 1
Grain parameters obtained by the three methods.

The grain size reported is expressed by the mean value and standard deviation.

Dataset name Number of grains Grain size (mm)

SR-2.5 596 39.6 � 22.4
Lab-13-13 418 43.1 � 26.9
Lab-11-18 495 41.8 � 24.3



not in the slice of Lab-11-18. Grain #334 is present in the slices

of SR-2.5 and Lab-11-18 but not in the slice of Lab-13-13.

Similarly, grain #153 is seen in the slice of SR-2.5 but not in any

of the two slices of the two LabDCT datasets. However, all

these grains, which may not be seen in this particular slice, can

actually be found in other slices, indicating that they are

correctly indexed in the two LabDCT datasets but have

different reconstructed positions and/or shapes compared with

SR-2.5. Some other grains are false-negatively indexed in both

LabDCT datasets. Such an example is grain #664, which is

found in SR-2.5 but not in Lab-13-13 nor in Lab-11-18.

3.1.2. Comparison of grain indexing. All the grains sepa-

rated into the aforementioned four indexing categories are

visualized in Figs. 3 and 4. For the falsely indexed grains, we

further show them separately for grains at the sample surface

and in the sample interior. The key statistics are summarized

in Table 2. More statistics on the falsely indexed grains can be

found in Tables S2 and S3 of the supporting information.

A detailed analysis indicates that the majority of the grains,

including the one-to-one and one-to-multi indexed grains, are

true-positively indexed [see Figs. 3(a), 3(b), 4(a), 4(b) and

Table 2]. The disorientation angles for all the true-positively

indexed grain pairs are very small, on average �� = 0.02 �

0.02� for both the Lab-13-13 and Lab-11-18 datasets (see Fig.

S4 for more detail). There are 61 (�15%) more true-positively

indexed grains in Lab-11-18 than in Lab-13-13, which makes

the mean grain size of Lab-11-18 closer to the ground-truth

value (see Table 1). Most (>81%) of the false-negatively

indexed grains are close to the sample surface and they are on

average smaller than those in the sample interior [see Figs.

3(c), 4(c), Table 2 and Fig. S2]. Only a few (�19) false-posi-

tively indexed small grains with an average size of�9.5 mm are

distributed randomly in the bulk volumes [see Figs. 3(d), 4(d)

and Table S3].

We selected three typical evaluation metrics, precision (P, in

which false positives are penalized), sensitivity (S, also

sometimes termed recall rate, in which false negatives are

penalized) and F1 score (combining P and S into a single score;

Chinchor, 1992), to quantitatively assess the performance of

grain indexing in Lab-13-13 and Lab-11-18. The calculated

results based on the number of true-positively, false-negatively

and false-positively indexed grains are shown in Table 3. It is

clearly seen that the S and F1 scores for Lab-11-18 are higher

than those for Lab-13-13, while the precision values are very

similar. This indicates that Lab-11-18 performs better in grain

indexing than Lab-13-13. Notably, there are 13 grains smaller

than 20 mm (with a minimum size of 7.6 mm) which are

indexed successfully in Lab-11-18, whereas only three grains

smaller than 20 mm (with a minimum size of 17.1 mm) are
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Figure 2
The grain size distribution and cumulative density for the three datasets.

Figure 3
Visualization of the correspondence between indexed grains in the SR-2.5 and Lab-13-13 datasets. (a) One-to-one indexed grains, (b) one-to-multi
indexed grains, (c) false-negatively indexed grains seen in the SR-2.5 dataset (but not in the Lab-13-13 dataset) that are at the sample surface or located
in the sample interior and (d) false-positively indexed grains seen in the Lab-13-13 dataset that are at the sample surface or located in the sample interior.



indexed in Lab-13-13. This indicates that the detection limit is

improved when Lsd/Lss is increased from 1 to 1.64 for the

present datasets.

3.2. Comparison for the one-to-one indexed grains

All the 397 and 455 one-to-one indexed grains in the Lab-

13-13 and Lab-11-18 datasets, respectively, are analyzed in

detail with respect to their pairs in the SR-2.5 dataset, among

which 388 grains are common for all three datasets. A

comparison of average features including volume, surface area

and number of faces for all the one-to-one indexed grains

shows that the data in Lab-11-18 has smaller deviations from

SR-2.5 compared with Lab-13-13 (see Fig. S5).

3.2.1. Comparison of GSs and GB positions. Two examples

are shown in Fig. 5 comparing GSs and GB positions for a

relatively large grain (grain #1) and a relatively small grain

(grain #276) reconstructed in the LabDCT and SR-2.5 data-

sets. For the large grain #1, Fig. 5(a) shows that the distribution

of the GS deviations between SR-2.5 and Lab-13-13 is quite

similar to that between SR-2.5 and Lab-11-18, and for both

cases more than 71% of the voxels are overlapping in the two

datasets (i.e. >71% of the voxels have "GS = 0). The largest

deviation in GS and GB position is found to be 15 pixels at the

boundary of grain #1 for both LabDCT datasets, while a few

voxels at the corner of the grain in the Lab-11-18 dataset are

deviating even more. However, the grain size determined in

Lab-11-18 is closer to that in SR-2.5 than Lab-13-13. This can

be explained by the fact that there are 65% GB voxels with

"GB � 2 pixels in the Lab-11-18 dataset compared with 55% in

the Lab-13-13 dataset.

For grain #276 shown in Fig. 5(b), the differences between

the two LabDCT datasets in the deviation distribution curves
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Figure 4
Visualization of the correspondence between indexed grains in the SR-2.5 and Lab-11-18 datasets. (a) One-to-one indexed grains, (b) one-to-multi
indexed grains, (c) false-negatively indexed grains seen in SR-2.5 dataset (but not in the Lab-11-18 dataset) that are at the sample surface or located in
the sample interior and (d) false-positively indexed grains seen in the Lab-11-18 dataset that are at the sample surface or located in the sample interior.

Table 2
Statistics of the grains within the four different indexing categories in the LabDCT datasets.

N denotes the number of grains, hDi is the mean grain size, �D is the standard deviation of the grain size distribution and fV is the volume fraction. The statistics of
one-to-one and one-to-multi indexed grains are merged and labeled as true-positively indexed. The values in the bracket of N for the true positives are the number
of one-to-one indexed grains.

LabDCT dataset

True-positively indexed False-negatively indexed False-positively indexed

N hDi (mm) �D (mm) fV N hDi (mm) �D (mm) fV N hDi (mm) �D (mm) fV

Lab-13-13 404 (397) 49.9 19.7 0.977 192 18.1 7.6 0.022 7 9.6 3.8 0.0001
Lab-11-18 465 (455) 46.6 20.3 0.992 131 14.9 5.9 0.008 19 9.5 4.0 0.0003

Table 3
Performance of grain indexing.

TP, FP and FN denote true positive, false positive and false negative,
respectively. P and S refer to precision and sensitivity, respectively.

LabDCT dataset P = TP/(TP + FP) S = TP/(TP + FN)
F1 = 2PS/(P
+ S)

Lab-13-13 0.983 0.678 0.802
Lab-11-18 0.961 0.780 0.861



are more pronounced. The deviations are attributed to

differences in shapes and spatial shifts of the COM, both of

which are smaller in Lab-11-18 than in Lab-13-13.

Comparing the average deviations (both �GS and �GB),

similar values are found for the large grain, whereas signifi-

cantly smaller values are found for the small grain in the Lab-

11-18 dataset compared with the Lab-13-13 dataset. This

agrees well with the distribution curves of "GS and "GB, indi-

cating that �GS and �GB can be used to circumvent the need to

examine the deviations for each voxel and serve as more

concise metrics to characterize the quality of the shape

reconstruction for each grain. It is also worth noting (see Fig.

5) that �GB is not equivalent to �GS, although to some extent

they are physically related. It is essential to compare both the

GS and GB deviations for a comprehensive assessment of

accuracies in the grain reconstruction.

To extend the comparison of �GS and �GB, we plot them for

each of all the one-to-one indexed grains as a function of grain

size in Fig. 6. For both Lab-13-13 and Lab-11-18, the devia-

tions fluctuate around small values (around one to three

pixels) for the large grains, whereas they increase rapidly with

decreasing grain size. The transition occurs at 20–45 mm. For

some of the small grains, the deviations �GS and �GB are as

large as the grain size or even larger. This is mainly due to both

a significant difference in the determined grain size and

dramatic spatial shifts of the grain COM positions (more

details are shown in Figs. S6 and S7). Also the large deviations

are more often found for the grains located at the sample

surface and less frequently for grains in the sample interior.

Interestingly, we found that the COM shifts of individual

grains are strongly correlated with their distances to the center

of the gauge volume (see Fig. S8). The longer the distance is,

the larger the COM shift. This may be caused by the fact that

the lengths of the beam at different projections change more

for grains at the outer sample surface than for those near the

center. This means that the attenuation of the beam, especially

the low-energy part, varies more for the near-surface grains,

resulting in more undetectable spots and thus a decrease in

completeness for these grains. Since the calibration of the

detector distance and tilt was performed for spots from

grains with relatively high completeness values (this is a

standard routine) during reconstruction, it leads to less

accurate determination of both position and shape of near-

surface grains. However, there might also be an intrinsic

factor (related to the distribution of diffraction vectors)

affecting the determination. This is however beyond the

scope of the current work and needs further in-depth

investigations.

Comparing the data between the two LabDCT datasets in

Figs. 6(a) and 6(b), and 6(d) and 6(e), we see that both �GS and

�GB in Lab-11-18 are generally smaller than Lab-13-13 for

small grains, while their values for large grains are similar. It

becomes even clearer when the ratios of �GS and �GB are

plotted; see Figs. 6(c) and 6( f), respectively. The plots show

that the ratios are �1.1 for large grains (D > 40 mm), whereas

the ratios are higher for small grains (D � 40 mm) and can be

up to 7.3, indicating a significant improvement in spatial

resolution for small grains in the Lab-11-18 dataset. Further

statistics on �GB of large and small grains are plotted in Fig. S9.

Considering the ratios of �GB as an indicator of the spatial

improvement in Lab-11-18 compared with Lab-13-13, we can

conclude that for grains of <40 mm the spatial resolution is

improved by a factor of 1.9 on average and can reach values as

high as 7.3 when Lsd/Lss is increased from 1 to 1.64, whereas
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Figure 5
Comparison of GSs and GB positions between the two LabDCT datasets and SR-2.5 for (a) grain #1 and (b) grain #276. 3D voxelized volumes are shown
in the top row. GS deviation statistics and maps are shown in the middle row and GB deviations are shown in the bottom row. The values of �GS and �GB

are given for each deviation map. The grain size (denoted as D) is given for each reconstruction.



only a very small improvement with a factor of �1.2 is found

for grains of >40 mm.

4. Discussion

4.1. Reasons for differences in grain indexing

The grain indexing results in differences of three types: one-

to-multi, false-positively and false-negatively indexed (see

Figs. 3, 4 and Table 2). To understand what causes the differ-

ences, we used forward simulations (Fang et al., 2020) to

compute the diffraction spots of each ‘problematic grain’ and

compared those with the corresponding experimental spots in

projections for rotation angles from�180 to 0� with a step size

of 4�.

It was found that the one-to-multi indexing is only seen for

grains with rather irregular shapes containing a narrow middle

part, resulting in lower intensities within parts of the diffrac-

tion spots. Therefore, one single spot may be segmented as

multiple spots, leading to multiple grains reconstructed in the

LabDCT datasets. The one-to-multi indexing is however not

considered to be a serious problem because it only fails to

reconstruct a part of a grain while the indexing is still correct.

A few small grains (9.6 mm on average, see Table 2) are

false-positively indexed. It was found that the simulated spots

from these small grains are overlapped with other bigger spots,

which are reflections from other larger grains. A similar

observation was also reported by Lindkvist et al. (2021). In the

current GrainMapper3D, the indexing of a voxel within the

sample volume is accepted when the fraction of observed and

forward simulated signals exceeds the preset minimum

completeness (= 0.45 in our case). This algorithm can there-

fore not avoid the possibility that segmented spots in the

binary images can be repeatedly used for indexing, resulting in

false positives. Essentially, these false positives can be iden-

tified in a later version of GrainMapper3D by subtracting the

overlapped frequencies to correct the completeness value,

which would be below the minimum completeness and thus

rejected for the indexing.

The majority of the differently indexed grains are false

negatives (see Tables 2 and S1), which are indexed in SR-2.5

but not in the LabDCT datasets. These are all relatively small

grains (<40 mm). They fall into three categories: category 1,

indexed in neither of the two LabDCT datasets; category 2,

indexed in Lab-11-18 but not in Lab-13-13; and category 3,

indexed in Lab-13-13 but not in Lab-11-18.

Fig. S10 shows the number of grains falling into each of

these categories for grains in the bulk and at the sample

surface separately. Apparently most of the false negatives are

located at the sample surface and are generally smaller than

those in the sample interior (see Table S2). Since determina-

tion of COM positions for grains at the sample surface is

systematically less precise than for the interior grains

(according to Fig. S8), it is therefore possible that the chance

to have false-negatively indexed grains at the sample surface

becomes higher than in the sample interior. When we focus on

the grains located in the sample interior, there are 16 grains

belonging to category 1 and 19 grains belonging to category 2,

whereas only one grain is found for category 3.

To understand the reason, we compared the simulated spots

with the experimental spots for all these 36 interior false

negatives. We can first confirm the existence of the false

negatives indexed in SR-2.5 by the observation that the

simulated spots (using the forward simulation tool; Fang et al.,

2020) are indeed strongly correlated with experimental spots

in the raw images. An example is shown in Fig. 7 for grain #664

(D = 16.1 mm). By comparing the positions of simulated spots

with those of observed [Figs. 7(a) and 7(c)] and segmented
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Figure 6
GS deviation �GS for (a) 397 grains in Lab-13-13 and (b) 455 grains in Lab-11-18, and GB deviation �GB for (d) Lab-13-13 and (e) Lab-11-18 as a function
of grain size. (c) and ( f ) show the ratios of �GS and �GB for data in Lab-13-13 divided by that in Lab-11-18 for the 388 common one-to-one indexed grains.
The size of the scatter bars in (c) and ( f ) are on average �1.7 but they are omitted in the plots for clarity.



spots [Figs. 7(b) and 7(d)] for both geometries, reasons for

false-negative indexing can be summarized as follows.

(a) Spatial shift. Although the spot is observable and well

segmented, spatial shift leads to deviation from the theoreti-

cally expected position, e.g. spot 1�112, ! =�168� for Lab-13-13.

This is mainly due to sample drift and/or fluctuations of the

data-acquisition system. Notably, Lab-11-18 is less sensitive to

the spatial shift as it has a higher angular resolution than Lab-

13-13.

(b) Under-segmentation. The experimental spot is too weak

or connected to other stronger spots, and thus mis-segmented,

e.g. spot �11�112, ! = 0� for Lab-11-18. Notably, the spot (�11�112, ! =

0�) is much weaker than its pair (1�112, ! = �168�). This is

mainly due to a different spot energy, thus corresponding to a

different photon flux as well as a different detective quantum

efficiency of the detector system.

(c) Over-segmentation. The experimental spot is over-

lapped with other spots and does not segment to become

separate from neighboring spots, e.g. spot �11�112, ! = 0� for Lab-

13-13.

(d) A low number of detectable spots due to the small grain

size. This partly leads to a completeness value of 0.37 and 0.21

for Lab-13-13 and Lab-11-18, respectively, both of which are

below the pre-set minimum completeness value, 0.45.

The effects of under- and over-segmentation leading to

different indexing results from Lab-13-13 and Lab-11-18 are

illustrated in Fig. 8. The figure shows overlays of simulated

spots onto the experimental images, in parallel with a

comparative view of segmented and validation images gener-

ated by GrainMapper3D. As an example, the 0�11�11 spot for

grain #521 (D = 27.7 mm, mis-indexing in both LabDCT

datasets) is over-segmented and thus connected to its neighbor

in Lab-13-13, whereas this spot seems under-segmented but

still connected to other spots in Lab-11-18, see Fig. 8.

As further shown for grains #383 (D = 37.1 mm) and #389 (D

= 37.0 mm), the spots are segmented as connected to their

neighbors in Lab-13-13, whereas they can be well segmented

separately in Lab-11-18. Therefore, both grains are mis-

indexed in Lab-13-13, while they are correctly indexed in Lab-

11-18. Based on these observations, it is concluded that good

indexing requires precise spot segmentation with a clear

separation from neighboring spots and a small spot spatial

shift.

Compared with Lab-13-13, the experimental images of Lab-

11-18 better meet these demands. First, all the diffraction spots

in each projection are more spread out in Lab-11-18 than Lab-

13-13, meaning that the local background intensities for each

spot are less influenced by neighboring spots. This is the most

important difference and is especially beneficial for small and

weak spots. We made an estimation on the average spot

spacing �spot for each projection, calculated as �spot = [(Sdet �

Sspot)/Nspot]
1/2, where Sdet is the effective area of the detector

recording diffraction signals (excluding the beamstop region),

Sspot is the total area of the spots and Nspot is the number of

spots on each projection. We found that �spot = 39 � 1 pixels

for Lab-13-13 and �spot = 58� 2 pixels for Lab-11-18 (here one

pixel = 3.36 mm), confirming a broader spatial distribution of

spots in Lab-11-18. It is worth noting that the effect of a

decrease in number of spots (leading to an increase in �spot) is

significantly stronger than the counteractive effect of spot
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Figure 7
Overlay of forward simulated spots for grain #664 (a false-negatively indexed grain in both Lab-13-13 and Lab-11-18) onto experimental raw images and
segmented images for (a), (b) Lab-13-13 and (c), (d) Lab-11-18. The forward simulation was performed from ! = �180 to 0� with a step of 4�. The
resulting completeness for this grain is 0.37 and 0.21 for Lab-13-13 and Lab-11-18, respectively, which fall below the pre-set minimum completeness value
(= 0.45). The rotation angle ! and (hkl) for each spot are given in the zoom-ins.



magnification (leading to a decrease in �spot), thereby the

actual �spot is increased for Lab-11-18. Second, Lab-11-18 has

a higher angular resolution (corresponding to a smaller

effective pixel size) and is thus less sensitive to fluctuations of

sample drift and setup stabilities, resulting in less spot spatial

shift. Third, the background noise in the radial direction is

lower in Lab-11-18 than Lab-13-13. As shown in Fig. S11, the

background noise ratio varies between 0.9 and 0.65 in the

detector region where most of the spots are recorded, indi-

cating a decrease of noise in Lab-11-18 compared with Lab-13-

13. The decrease is largely due to two reasons: the same

inelastic scatter is distributed over more pixels (thereby more

uniform), and less intensity variation caused by high order

{hkl} reflections is ‘diffused’ in the background for the

magnified geometry compared with the Laue focusing

geometry. A more detailed discussion of intensities and noise

around individual spots is presented in Section 4.2.2.

The noise decrease for Lab-11-18 further enhances the

chance of segmenting the small and weak spots as well as

separating them from their neighbors. Although Grain-

Mapper3D is able to deal with a certain degree of overlap for

relatively large spots, as demonstrated by Bachmann et al.

(2019), it becomes much harder when small spots that are

partially overlapped/connected with others have to be

segmented. This is the situation for the spots of most false-

negatively indexed grains observed in the present investiga-

tion.

For the few grains belonging to category 3, no solid reason is

found. We presume that it perhaps take place accidently or

may be an effect of certain crystallographic orientations.

4.2. Improved spatial resolution for the common one-to-one
indexed grains

4.2.1. Magnification of diffraction spots. Using the forward

simulation model, we can track and trace spots for the same

reflection of the same grain and thus compare the spot

features at different Lsd/Lss. We first concentrate on the

changes in spot sizes, i.e. spot areas, with increasing Lsd/Lss.

Fig. 9(a) shows the ratios of spot sizes between Lsd/Lss = 1.64

(Lab-11-18) and Lsd/Lss = 1.00 (Lab-13-13). It can be seen that

most of the spots are magnified and the size ratios for some

spots vary significantly as indicated by the large scatter bars.

Overall, the ratios appear to be independent of grain size and

they also show little dependence on {hkl} families. We use the

median value to represent the average, which is 2.79 for the

spot-size ratio. Notably, the spot-magnification factor was

considered when choosing the minimum spot size during

segmentation (see Section S1).

To understand the effect of Lsd/Lss on the geometrical

magnification of the spots better, we compared the ratios of

lengths for the long and short axis of the spot separately [see

Figs. 9(b) and 9(c), respectively]. In the Laue focusing

geometry (Lsd = Lss, e.g. Lab-13-13) the diffraction occurring

at different positions along the diffraction vector in the

diffraction plane is focused to a point, while the diffracted

beam from different positions perpendicular to the diffraction

vector in the diffraction plane contributes to the length of the

short axis. The resulting length of the spot short axis is related

to the X-ray source size, Bragg angle, grain thickness in the

diffraction plane and focusing distance in the Laue focusing

geometry, as discussed by Kvardakov et al. (1997) and

Stockmeier & Magerl (2008). However, in the magnified

geometry (Lsd > Lss, e.g. Lab-11-18), the diffracted beam from

different positions along the diffraction vector is no longer

focused. Instead, it will also be magnified together with

magnification of diffracted beam from different positions

perpendicular to the diffraction vector in the diffraction plane,

leading to variations in the ratios of the spot short axis ranging

from�1 to 6 with a median average of 2.08 [see Fig. 9(c)]. The

different magnifications of the long (perpendicular to the

diffraction vector) and short axis (parallel to the projection of
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Figure 8
Overlay of the forward simulated spots (using the forward simulation tool; Fang et al., 2020) for the false-negatively indexed grains of (a) Lab-13-13 and
(b) Lab-11-18 onto the experimental image (left) together with the segmented image (middle) and the validation image (right) of the forward simulation
from GrainMapper3D. Top-row images show spots for grain #521 (category 1), and middle and bottom rows show spots for grains #383 and #389
(category 2). The rotation angle ! and (hkl) for the spots are also given. Arrows indicate the spots that would be expected from these grains.



the diffraction vector on the detector) of the spot were also

schematically illustrated and discussed by King et al. (2013).

The spot long axis is expected to be magnified by a factor of

(Lsd + Lss)/2Lss in the magnified geometry compared with the

Laue focusing geometry and this magnification factor should

be independent of grain dimensions. As seen in Fig. 9(b), the

average magnified ratio for the long axes is found to be 1.33,

which is in good agreement with the theoretical prediction: (11

+ 18)/(2 � 11) = 1.32. Variations of the ratios can be seen but

their magnitude is far smaller than that for the spot short axes.

The combined contributions of the magnifications in the two

directions led to the overall magnification factors with an

average of 2.79, as shown in Fig. 9(a).

Although the magnification of the diffraction spots are

nearly independent of grain size (see Fig. 9), the spot magni-

fication does affect differently the accuracy in reconstructed

GB position for different grain sizes. This is because the

fraction of edge pixels of a spot (i.e. pixels at spot edge/total

spot pixels, fedge) is roughly inversely proportional to the spot

(or grain) size D, i.e. fedge / 1=D. The edge pixels are signifi-

cantly influenced by the background noise. Therefore, a higher

fraction of edge pixels leads to a poorer grain reconstruction

and boundary position accuracy. With geometrical magnifica-

tion, the fraction of edge pixels is reduced for all grains,

resulting in improved 3D grain reconstruction (see Fig. 6). On

top of that, for a given magnification factor for a magnified

geometry (Lsd/Lss > 1) relative to the Laue focusing geometry

(Lsd/Lss = 1), m, the reduction in fraction of edge pixels is

inversely proportional to the grain size, as �fedge / ð1=DÞ½1�

ð1=mÞ	, where �fedge = fedge(Lsd/Lss = 1) � fedge(Lsd/Lss 
 1).

This explains why the improvement is more pronounced for

smaller grains, as observed in Fig. 6.

Also, the angular resolution is improved when increasing

Lsd, thereby a better accuracy in determining the grain center

was achieved. This improvement is particularly pronounced

for small grains as their COM shifts compared with SR-2.5 are

generally much larger than those for large grains (see Fig. S6).

4.2.2. SNRs of diffraction spots. A sharp contrast between a

spot and its local background noise is always beneficial for

good spot segmentation, which is key for precise grain

reconstruction. Using the forward simulation tool (Fang et al.,

2020), we determined the average spot intensity (�IIspot), the

local background intensity (�IIbg) and the SNR for each spot.

Here, SNR is defined as SNR ¼ ð�IIspot �
�IIbgÞ=�bg where �bg is

the standard deviation of the local background noise distri-

bution in the spot-bounding box excluding other spots. Figs.

10(a)–10(d) show ratios of �IIspot, �IIbg, �bg and SNR of Lab-11-18

to Lab-13-13. The figure shows that none of the ratios have a

clear dependence on grain size. For �90% of the spots, �IIspot is

lower in Lab-11-18 [the median of the ratios is 0.91, see Fig.

10(a)], which agrees with the expectation that the same inte-

grated intensity diffracting from the same (hkl) of the same

grain are now distributed over more pixels. Also, �IIbg is lower in

Lab-11-18 [the median ratio is 0.90, see Fig. 10(b)] for nearly

all the spots (>99%), and for 55% of them �bg is lower in Lab-

11-18 with a median ratio of 0.96 [see Fig. 10(c)]. The decrease

in background intensity has a similar reason to the decrease of

the spot intensity: the same amount of inelastic scattering is

distributed over more pixels. All these changes of �IIspot, �IIbg and

�bg together lead on average to a slight increase in the SNR

(median ratio of 1.11) for the same spot, while significant

variations are also present, see Fig. 10(d).

Furthermore, the reduction in Lss from 13 to 11 mm for the

measurement of Lab-11-18 contributes to a reduction in the

background noise, but this is not expected to significantly

affect the observation and thus the grain reconstruction

results. More details are discussed in Section S3.

To further substantiate the anticipation by excluding any

subtle effect of Lss, we performed an additional LabDCT

analysis using another iron sample with an average grain size

of �24 mm in a focusing geometry (Lss = Lsd = 11 mm) and a

magnified geometry (Lss = 11 mm and Lsd = 24 mm). Both

measurements were performed in the same conditions and

reconstructed with the same parameters. It was found that 691

grains are commonly indexed in both datasets (Lab-11-11 and

Lab-11-24), while there are more than 180 grains in the sample

interior which are indexed in Lab-11-24 but not in Lab-11-11.

Although we do not have ground-truth data to directly vali-

date the 180 extra indexed grains, we used our forward

simulation model to compare the spots and found that most

simulated spots from these grains were observed to perfectly

match the experimental spots. This result further proves that

the small change in Lss from 13 to 11 mm in this study has only

a minor impact on the obtained results.
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Figure 9
Ratios between the Lab-11-18 and Lab-13-13 datasets of (a) spot sizes and spot lengths of (b) long axis and (c) short axis as a function of grain size for the
130 common one-to-one indexed grains located in sample interior for the first three {hkl} planes.



The fact that the SNR does not get worse in Lab-11-18 [see

Fig. 10(d)] and spots are more broadly spread (see Section 4.1)

ensure that the diffraction spots (large or small) can be well

segmented with better precision in defining the spot edges,

resulting in improved spatial resolution.

4.3. Decrease of theoretical completeness by increasing
Lsd/Lss

Understanding the change of completeness is very impor-

tant for optimizing the grain reconstructions when measuring

with different geometries. Using the forward simulation tool

(Fang et al., 2020), we can compute the ideal number of spots

(Nspot, ideal) for different Lsd/Lss as a function of grain size [see

Fig. 11(a)]. The experimentally observed number of spots

(Nspot, obs) is summarized in Fig. 11(b). As shown in Fig. 11(a),

the theoretically expected number of spots is independent of

grain size and decreases with increasing Lsd/Lss. In contrast,

the experimentally observed spot number depends strongly on

grain size: the smaller the grain size, the fewer experimental

spots are observable, and the decrease varies significantly for

grains of <40 mm. The rate of decrease is slightly smaller in

Lab-11-18 than Lab-13-13, suggesting that some diffraction

spots from the small grains may have become indistinguish-

able in Lab-13-13 whereas they are still detectable in Lab-11-

18. This is mainly due to a change of 2� angles, which causes

changes in spot energies and detective quantum efficiencies

(see Fig. 10 in the work of Fang et al., 2020), which in turn

influence the detectability of the spots. More details are

discussed in Section 4.4.

The completeness can be calculated by taking the ratio of

Nspot, obs [Fig. 11(b)] to Nspot, ideal [Fig. 11(a)]. The results are

shown in Fig. 11(c). The figure reveals a decrease in comple-

teness with decreasing grain size. The completeness is deter-

mined by the detectability of the spot, which mainly depends

on two factors: contrast, i.e. intensity above the background

level ð�IIspot �
�IIbgÞ, and the local background noise �bg . It is

possible that the SNR increases, whereas the spot becomes

undetectable because the contrast is too small while �bg is also

small.

The fact that the completeness decreases with increasing

Lsd/Lss indicates that the minimum completeness level may

need to be set to a lower value for magnified geometries,

especially when small grains have to be indexed. For example,

when Lsd/Lss was further increased to 2.2 for the case of

another sample with smaller grains (as shown in Section 4.3),

we had to set a lower value of minimum completeness (35%

instead of 45%) to ensure successful indexing of small grains.

(Of course, in this case the same minimum completeness was

used for the Laue focusing geometry to exclude the effects of

different reconstruction parameters.) Whilst decreasing the

minimum completeness value ensures more grains are indexed

correctly, it also usually results in more false-positively

indexed grains. Although false positives in principle can be

identified and removed from the reconstruction with the help

of a forward simulation model (e.g. Fang et al., 2020), a

suitable balance must be considered when setting the

minimum completeness value during reconstruction.

4.4. Considerations concerning optimal magnified
geometries

Although the present experimental work was limited due to

instrumental constraints imposed by the commercial setup
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Figure 10
Ratios of (a) average spot intensities, (b) average local background intensities, (c) average local background noise and (d) SNRs from Lab-11-18 to Lab-
13-13 datasets as a function of grain size. Dashed lines indicate the median values of all data points in each graph.



(limited choices of detector, beamstop, source, etc., plus a

limited range of distances between source, sample and

detector), optimal data acquisition and geometry can be

further explored with the aid of forward simulations. To

support this further analysis, another set of measurements

(Lsd/Lss = 1 and 2.2) using a different iron sample with smaller

grains will be included here, even though no synchrotron

ground-truth data are recorded for this sample. The

measurements were also briefly discussed in Section 4.2.2.

With increasing Lsd/Lss, the maximum accessible 2� angle

decreases {2�max ¼ tan�1½ðD2
W þD2

HÞ
1=2=Lsd	, where DW and

DH are the detector width and height, respectively}, and the

minimum also decreases [2�min = tan�1(Lbeamstop/2Lsd), where

Lbeamstop is the side length of the beamstop]. Changes of both

2�max and 2�min inevitably lead to changes in the number of

diffraction spots for different {hkl}s and spot energy ranges.

The latter has a direct impact on the detectability of the spot

since the detective quantum efficiency is sensitive to X-ray

energies.

We first analyze the change in the number of spots and

completeness as a function of Lsd/Lss for the detector and

beamstop size of our LabDCT setup. Fig. 12(a) shows that

both the theoretical Nspot, ideal and the experimental Nspot, obs

decrease with increasing Lsd/Lss. Fig. 12(b) shows that Nspot

decreases at different speeds for different {hkl}. The number

of {112} spots decreases fastest both theoretically and

experimentally. For Nspot, ideal , it is because the spots from

{112} are from the highest energies compared with the other

two families and have the highest probability to hit outside the

detector when increasing Lsd/Lss. For Nspot, obs, it is because

only the higher-energy spots from {112} can be captured by the

detector with increasing Lsd/Lss, whereas the detective

quantum efficiency decreases with increasing X-ray energy in

the spot energy range for {112} (40.5–152.8 keV for Lsd =

18 mm).

Details of the distributions of spot energies for the first

three {hkl} families are presented in Fig. S12. Notably, Nspot, obs

for {011} decreases slowly, as shown in Fig. 12(c). Nspot, obs for

{011} from grains smaller than 40 mm even increases for Lab-

11-18 compared with Lab-13-13, while Nspot, obs for all the rest

decreases. This can be understood by Fig. S12(a) showing that

some spots from {011} in Lab-13-13 shift their energies from

22–33 keV to 33–45 keV in Lab-11-18, crossing the transition

point where a partial increase (due to K edges of iodine and

caesium, 33.17 and 35.98 keV, respectively) in the detective

quantum efficiency is present for the CsI scintillation based

detector (see Fig. 10 in Fang et al., 2020). This shift is mainly

caused by a slight decrease of Lss from 13 to 11 mm and is thus

important when comparing Lab-11-18 and Lab-13-13.

Fig. 12(d) shows that the completeness values decrease

faster for larger grains than smaller grains in the sample with

hDi = 39� 22 mm, while they decrease with a constant slope (=

�0.08) in the sample with hDi = 24� 11 mm. This difference is

mainly due to the unique behavior of Nspot, obs for {011}, as

discussed above. Overall, the completeness is expected to

decrease at a constant speed as a function of Lsd/Lss under the

same measurement condition (primarily, the same exposure

time). Since the sample with hDi = 24 � 11 mm was measured

with an exposure time of 300 s and a pixel binning of 2, the

absolute completeness value for grains of <40 mm is higher

than that in the other sample (measured with an exposure time

of 500 s and no pixel binning).

As the total number of diffraction spots and completeness

are both expected to decrease with increasing Lsd/Lss, the

following aspects must be considered when optimizing data

acquisition and reconstruction for magnified geometries:

(i) For optimal indexing, completeness values should not

decrease too much. Several measures can be taken to

circumvent the decrease in completeness: (1) increasing the

exposure time (increasing the actual exposure time and/or

combining with pixel binning); (2) enhancing the detective

quantum efficiencies, especially at high X-ray energies – this

can be carried out by using either a high-energy sensitive
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Figure 11
Number of (a) ideal (Nspot, ideal) and (b) experimentally observed spots
(Nspot, obs) and (c) completeness at different Lsd/Lss for a total of 181
projections as a function of grain size obtained for the first three {hkl}
families of the 130 common one-to-one indexed grains located in the
sample interior. Dashed lines in (a) are average values and in (b) are
guides to the eye.



detector or a low-resolution detector (usually with better

detective efficiencies) placed at a large Lsd/Lss; and (3)

lowering the value for the minimum completeness during

reconstruction but still keeping a balance not to generate too

much false-positive indexing.

(ii) For optimal shape reconstruction, the number of

diffraction spots per grain should not be too few. This can be

realized by: (1) increasing the number of projections [see Fig.

12(a) for a guide to how many more projections is required for

a given Lsd/Lss], and (2) increasing the 2� range with a proper

combination of detector size and beamstop size.

Although it is not clear what is the minimum number of

spots required for a good shape reconstruction for grains of

different sizes, a previous study, dealing with optimizing the

experimental conditions for the Laue focusing geometry,

suggested that �30–40 projections (corresponding to �36–50

spots) result in reasonably good shape reconstruction for grain

sizes of �75 mm (Lindkvist et al., 2021). Analysis like that is

needed to estimate how many spots are required for recon-

structions of grains with sizes in different geometries.

5. Conclusions

We have compared the 3D grain structures reconstructed from

two LabDCT datasets, one measured in the usual Laue

focusing geometry (Lsd/Lss = 1.00) and the other in a magni-

fied geometry (Lsd/Lss = 1.64), with one dataset obtained by

synchrotron DCT (considered as the ground truth). The

physical origins of differences in grain indexing and shape

reconstruction have been analyzed in detail. Additionally,

parameters affecting the optimal setup at magnified geome-

tries have been discussed. The following conclusions are

drawn:

(a) Grain indexing can be significantly improved by

increasing Lsd/Lss. The grain detection limit was reduced from

17.1 to 7.6 mm when Lsd/Lss was increased from 1 to 1.64 for

the sample studied in this work. Furthermore, many more

small grains (<20 mm) are indexed successfully when Lsd/Lss is

increased. The improved grain indexing in the magnified

geometry is mainly due to a broader distribution of spots, a

better angular resolution and a lower background noise in the

LabDCT images, resulting in better spot segmentation with far

less connection and overlap with neighboring spots.

(b) The spatial resolutions determined as accuracy in GB

position for grains of <40 mm are improved by a factor of 1.9

on average and the factor can reach values as high as 7.3 when

Lsd/Lss is increased from 1 to 1.64. The substantial improve-

ment of GS reconstruction in the magnified geometry is

mainly due to magnified diffraction spots, better determina-
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Figure 12
Average number of spots for the total of 181 projections and the completeness as a function of Lsd/Lss. (a) Nspot, ideal and Nspot, obs per grain, (b) Nspot, ideal

and Nspot, obs per grain for different {hkl}, and (c) Nspot, obs per grain for different {hkl} for grains larger or smaller than 40 mm for the iron sample with hDi
= 39 � 22 mm. (d) Average completeness for all the grains in the two iron samples (with hDi = 39 � 22 mm and hDi = 24 � 11 mm) subdivided into two
categories: larger or smaller than 40 mm. All measurement conditions were kept constant; only Lsd/Lss was changed for any of the two samples.



tion of the grain COM positions and a more precise identifi-

cation of spot edges.

(c) The completeness of individual grains decreases by

�10% when Lsd/Lss is increased from 1 to 1.64. This decrease

has to be considered when selecting optimal reconstruction

parameters for measurements in magnified geometries.

This study has also shown that using forward simulation to

trace experimental spots and comparing them with the simu-

lated spots is essential in analyzing the underlying reasons for

differences in grain reconstructions. Although the current

work is limited to a case study of iron, the methodology for the

data analysis is of a general nature and the conclusions are

considered to be sample independent. In general, for an

optimal LabDCT setup at magnified geometries, a combina-

tion of parameters including exposure time, detective

quantum efficiency, detector size, beamstop size, number of

projections and setting of the minimum completeness value

should be tuned to maximize the number of detectable spots.

6. Related literature

The following references are cited in the supporting infor-

mation for this article: Lind (2013).
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